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sensing sulfites in cells†‡
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Herein, we reported highly eﬃcient light-harvesting amphiphilic supramolecular assemblies based on a
tetraphenylethylene derivative (TPE-4Py), an amphiphilic sulfonatocalix[4]arene (SC4A-C6), and a sulfite
fluorescent probe (SP). The obtained assemblies not only showed obvious signal amplification compared
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to SP alone, with an antenna eﬀect of up to 28.1 based on highly eﬃcient energy transfer of 75.2% from
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 to SP, but also displayed an excellent ratiometric fluorescence signal output toward
sulfites. Meanwhile, the assemblies showed no obvious cytotoxicity to A549 cells and could be used to
sense sulfites in the cells. This strategy for constructing supramolecular assemblies not only resulted in a
high-eﬃciency light-harvesting platform but also amplified the signal of the probe because of the high
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antenna eﬀect and thus constitutes an eﬀective method for fabricating fluorescent cell sensors.

Introduction
Light-harvesting systems (LHSs) that exhibit a high antenna
eﬀect have found widespread application in various fields,
including biological imaging and optoelectronics.1 Multichromophoric macromolecules have potential utility for this purpose.
For example, in 1996, Lehn and co-workers reported that a
merocyanine dye and a b-cyclodextrin bearing seven naphthoyl
chromophores form stable 1 : 1 complexes that show 100%
energy-transfer eﬃciency.2 The behavior of such multichromophoric cyclodextrins mimics the antenna eﬀect observed in
photosynthesis, and they show great promise as photochemical
microreactors. After that, a diverse array of other materials have
been employed to fabricate LHSs, including organic
nanocrystals,3 metal complexes,4 metallacycles,5 surface-crosslinked micelles,6,7 peptide-modulated chromophores,8 DNA
oligonucleotides,9 organic–inorganic hybrid materials,10–13 and
polymeric materials.14–16
The development of LHSs has been accompanied by significant
progress toward extending their applications. Recently, impressive
work on the construction of LHSs for applications in aqueous
environments has been reported. For instance, Wang et al.
developed a supramolecular artificial LHS for photochemical
catalysis,17 and Li et al. fabricated an eﬃcient near-infraredCollege of Chemistry, State Key Laboratory of Elemento-Organic Chemistry,
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emissive supramolecular LHS for imaging in the Golgi
apparatus.18 Diao and co-workers reported stimulus-responsive
light-harvesting complexes that show photocatalytic activity
when exposed to light,19 and Klymchenko et al. reported lightharvesting probes that are based on polymer nanoparticles20–23
and that can be used for fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET)-based detection of oligonucleotides and nucleic
acids.24,25 In addition, we have utilized artificial LHSs for highly
efficient secondary energy transfer.26 More recently, Tang et al.
developed a conjugated polymeric supramolecular network that
is based on aggregation-induced emission luminogens (AIEgens)
and displays an ultrahigh antenna effect.14 AIEgens are thought
to play an important role in LHSs, markedly enhancing fluorescence intensity by adopting tightly stacked, orderly spatial
arrangements that prevent intramolecular fluorescence selfquenching.27–29 These previously reported results suggest that
it would be significant to fabricate AIEgen-based LHS platforms
for making full use of light energy.
Researchers have reported a number of artificial LHSs based
on macrocycles such as cyclodextrins,30,31 pillar[n]arenes,32–35
calix[n]arenes,36 and cucurbiturils.37,38 For example, amphiphilic
sulfonatocalix[n]arenes (n = 4–8) are used widely in biomedical
and biological applications because of their good water solubility
and biocompatibility.39 Sulfonatocalix[n]arenes contain a hydrophilic macrocyclic skeleton bearing hydrophobic alkyl chains
and negatively charged sulfonate groups.40 The alkyl chains
participate in strong hydrophobic interactions in amphiphilic
assemblies,41 and the sulfonate groups provide anchoring points
that interact electrostatically with positively charged guest
molecules.42 The ability of sulfonatocalix[n]arenes to engage in
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both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions suggests that
they would be useful for constructing AIE-based LHSs that not
only exhibit assembling-induced emission behavior43 but also
contain hydrophobic moieties that would facilitate co-assembly
with functional fluorescent molecules to achieve a high antenna
effect and efficient energy transfer.
An inherent limitation of fluorescence-based assays is the
limited brightness of the currently available fluorescent dyes,
some of which exhibit aggregation-caused quenching
(ACQ).44,45 Therefore, a promising strategy for amplifying the
brightness of such dyes is to use LHSs as energy donors.
Strongly coupled energy donors can communicate via excitation energy migration, and then the energy can be transferred
to an acceptor by means of FRET.46 Meanwhile, spectral matching
and adjustment of the distance between the donor and the
acceptor minimizes energy loss, and surrounding the acceptor
by multiple antenna chromophores favors high energy-transfer
eﬃciency.47 The combination of high energy-transfer eﬃciency
and an antenna eﬀect could amplify the signal generated by trace
amounts of a dye, which would prevent dye self-quenching and
reducing excitation powers of instrument equipment. Such an
AIE-based supramolecular LHS might be useful for sensing small
molecules such as sulfites, which are generated by inhalation of
toxic SO2 in addition to being produced endogenously from
sulfur-containing amino acids.48–50 To our knowledge, sulfites
have been widely used as common food additives and preservatives, enzyme inhibitors, and pharmaceutical products,51,52
meanwhile, studies have shown that excessive intake of sulfites
can have harmful effects on cells and tissues, causing various
health problems, including lung cancer, hives, and respiratory
and cardiovascular disease.53–56 Moreover, endogenously produced SO2 could regulate vascular smooth muscle tone and
lower blood pressure due to the main existence forms of HSO3
or SO32.57–59 Therefore, it is important to monitor the sulfites in
living systems.60 Considering the above reasons, we were interested
in developing a supramolecular LHS that could be combined with
a fluorescent probe to detect sulfites with signal amplification.
Because sulfite is not overexpressed as a tumor marker, the cancer
cells were selected as the cell model due to their easy cultivation.
Herein, we report a high-eﬃciency aqueous supramolecular LHS
for sensing sulfites. The system comprises a tetraphenylethylene
derivative (TPE-4Py) and an amphiphilic sulfonatocalix[4]arene
(SC4A-C6), which are co-assembled with a sulfite probe (SP)
(Scheme 1). In phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS), aggregates
composed of TPE-4Py and SC4A-C6 displayed excellent AIE owing
to the restricted rotation of the two molecules in the aggregates.
After the SP (the acceptor) was loaded into the hydrophobic layer
of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assembly (the donor), the resulting
assemblies showed an antenna eﬀect of up to 28.1 and an
energy-transfer eﬃciency of 75.2%, and an obvious signal amplification eﬀect was observed. Importantly, these assemblies could
be used to sense sulfites in A549 cells, with excellent ratiometric
fluorescence signal output and response capability. Our supramolecular strategy for designing AIEgen-based assemblies provides
an excellent platform for constructing supramolecular fluorescent
cell sensors.
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Scheme 1
sulfites.

Schematic illustration of the assembly of the LHS for sensing

Results and discussion
First, we used fluorescence spectroscopy to investigate the
eﬀect of the solvent composition (H2O/THF) on TPE-4Py aggregation (Fig. S1, ESI‡). Increasing the water content from 10% to
99% had no obvious eﬀect on the fluorescence spectrum of
TPE-4Py, indicating that self-aggregation of TPE-4Py did not
aﬀect fluorescence intensity. However, addition of SC4A-C6 to
99% aqueous TPE-4Py enhanced the fluorescence intensity at
550 nm by a factor of 30. This result demonstrates that SC4A-C6
induced TPE-4Py self-assembly into a close-packed structure
that restricted intramolecular rotation of TPE-4Py, which in
turn resulted in an obvious AIE eﬀect. A similar phenomenon
was observed when the same experiment was carried out in PBS
buﬀer, owing to calixarene-induced aggregation, which resulted
in emission of a strong yellow fluorescence and slight change in
the absorption spectrum (Fig. 1a and Fig. S2, ESI‡).
Subsequently, we investigated the ability of SC4A-C6 to
induce TPE-4Py aggregation in more detail by measuring the
optical transmittance at 600 nm at various TPE-4Py concentrations in PBS buﬀer solution. In the absence of SC4A-C6, no
change in optical transmittance was observed as the TPE-4Py
concentration was increased from 0.002 to 0.02 mM (Fig. S3a
and b, ESI‡), indicating that TPE-4Py could not aggregate in this
concentration range. In contrast, when SC4A-C6 was present, the
optical transmittance decreased with increasing TPE-4Py concentration as supramolecular assemblies formed (Fig. S3c, ESI‡).
A plot of optical transmittance at 600 nm versus TPE-4Py concentration indicated that in the presence of SC4A-C6, the critical
aggregation concentration was 10 mM (Fig. 1b); that is, the
critical aggregation concentration of TPE-4Py was markedly
decreased by complexation with SC4A-C6.
Next we determined the optimum TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 molar
ratio (Fig. 1c and Fig. S4, ESI‡). As the SC4A-C6 concentration
was increased, the transmittance at 600 nm initially decreased
to a minimum of 97% and then increased to the original level.
The minimum transmittance occurred at a TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6
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Fig. 1 (a) Fluorescence spectra of TPE-4Py (10 mM) at SC4A-C6 concentrations of 0–24 mM in PBS buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) (lex = 365 nm; slits: 2.5/5 nm).
Inset: Photographs of (1) TPE-4Py and (2) TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 solutions.
(b) Dependence of optical transmittance at 600 nm on TPE-4Py concentration at a SC4A-C6 concentration of 10 mM. (c) Dependence of optical
transmittance at 600 nm on SC4A-C6 concentration at a TPE-4Py concentration of 12 mM. Inset: Demonstration of Tyndall effects exhibited by
(A) SC4A-C6, (B) TPE-4Py, and (C) TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6. (d) Transmission
electron microscopy image of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies.

molar ratio of 1.17 : 1, indicating that this was the best mixing
ratio for the formation of amphiphilic assemblies. In addition,
a mixture of SC4A-C6 and TPE-4Py at a ratio of 1.17 : 1 in PBS
buﬀer exhibited a clear Tyndall eﬀect (Fig. 1c inset), indicating
the formation of abundant nanoparticles. In contrast, solutions
of TPE-4Py and SC4A-C6 alone showed very weak Tyndall
eﬀects, indicating that neither the guest nor the host alone
could eﬃciently form nanoscale aggregates under the same
conditions. Furthermore, the morphology and size of the TPE4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies were examined by means of transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 1d), which showed that the
assemblies were spherical nanoparticles that had diameters of
about 10 nm. The average zeta potential of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6
assemblies was 32.9 mV (Fig. S5, ESI‡), suggesting that their
surfaces were negatively charged, which could be expected to
improve the stability of the nanoparticles in PBS buﬀer.
To elucidate the driving force for assembly of TPE-4Py and
SC4A-C6, we carried out some control experiments with SC4A,
which lacks the alkyl chains. We found that SC4A did not
enhance the fluorescence of TPE-4Py (Fig. S6, ESI‡), indicating
that assembly was driven not only by electrostatic interactions
but also by hydrophobic interactions; that is, the alkyl chains
played a key role in this system. We also found that when
sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate was present in the system,
there was no obvious AIE eﬀect. Taken together, the aforementioned results allow us to conclude that supramolecular nanoparticles formed by the process schematically illustrated in
Scheme 1. The hydrophobic alkyl chains of SC4A-C6 are packed
together, and the inner and outer surfaces of the assemblies
consist of the hydrophilic sulfonate groups of SC4A-C6, which
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are exposed to the aqueous solution. The SC4A-C6 and TPE-4Py
molecules are held together by electrostatic interactions between
the negative sulfonate groups and the positive pyridinium
groups. The resulting aggregates are stabilized simultaneously
by several synergistic noncovalent interactions—hydrophobic,
electrostatic, and p–p interactions—which allow the TPE-4Py
molecules to form stable, high-order aggregates with a short
aggregation distance.
From the above analyses and discussions, we found that
SC4A-C6 clearly induced AIE from TPE-4Py, markedly enhancing
the fluorescence intensity of the system and increasing the
fluorescence quantum yield from 1.99% to 56.50% (Fig. S7a
and b, ESI‡). These findings indicate that TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6
assemblies could serve as an ideal donor for the construction
of an artificial LHS in PBS buﬀer. In addition, we expected that
the interior of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies could be loaded
with a functional fluorescent material. Some coumarin-based
probes have been shown to display ACQ in aqueous solution as
their concentration increases, suggesting that if we loaded such a
probe into our system, high fluorescence intensity could be
achieved at a relatively low probe dose. On the basis of these
considerations, we synthesized coumarin-based cyanine probe
SP to act as an acceptor. As we expected, the absorption band of
SP overlapped well with the fluorescence emission band of the
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies (Fig. S8, ESI‡), which was favorable
for FRET. When SP was added to the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies
(the donor), their fluorescence intensity at 546 nm decreased
gradually with increasing SP concentration, while the fluorescence
emission of SP (the acceptor) at 643 nm increased upon excitation
at 365 nm (Fig. 2a). Meanwhile, the color of the fluorescence
changed from the light yellow of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies
to the bright orange-red of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP. The fluorescence
quantum yield was 57.63% (Fig. S7c, ESI‡), indicating eﬃcient
energy transfer from the donor to the acceptor. In control experiments, the fluorescence of SP alone at the same concentration was
negligible upon excitation at 533 nm, with a fluorescence quantum yield close to zero (Fig. S7d, ESI‡); and an SC4A-C6/SP
complex also exhibited very weak fluorescence intensity under
the same conditions (Fig. S9a, ESI‡). In the absence of SC4A-C6,
addition of SP to TPE-4Py resulted in no obvious fluorescence
change (Fig. S9b, ESI‡), demonstrating that there was no interaction between TPE-4Py and SP and that SC4A-C6 played an
important role in this LHS.
To explore the light-harvesting process further, we carried out
some fluorescence decay experiments. Compared with the decay
curve of TPE-4Py (t = 0.05 ns), the decay curve of the TPE-4Py/
SC4A-C6 assemblies showed higher fluorescence lifetimes (t1 =
2.79 ns and t2 = 5.62 ns; Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the corresponding fluorescence lifetimes of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP
assemblies were only 1.11 and 3.31 ns, respectively. In addition,
the average fluorescence lifetime values of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 and
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP were estimated for 4.58 ns and 2.78 ns (Fig.
S10, ESI‡), respectively, confirming energy transfer from the TPE4Py/SC4A-C6 donor to the SP acceptor.
Next we investigated the energy-transfer eﬃciency and
antenna eﬀect of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP assemblies because
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Fig. 2 (a) Fluorescence spectra of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 ([TPE-4Py] = 12 mM,
[SC4A-C6] = 14 mM) in PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4) at SP concentrations of 0–249 nM
(lex = 365 nm; slits: 2.5/5 nm). Inset: Photographs of (1) TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6
and (2) TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP solutions under UV light (365 nm) ([TPE-4Py] =
12 mM, [SC4A-C6] = 14 mM, [SP] = 216 nM). (b) Fluorescence decay profiles of
TPE-4Py, TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6, and TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP in PBS solution
([TPE-4Py] = 12 mM, [SC4A-C6] = 14 mM, [SP] = 216 nM) (lex = 365 nm,
lem = 350–800 nm). (c) Antenna effect maxima of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP in
PBS buffer solution. Red line (assembly emission, lex = 365 nm, [TPE-4Py] =
12 mM, [SC4A-C6] = 14 mM, [SP] = 216 nM), blue line (SP emission, lex =
533 nm, [SP] = 216 nM). The black line represents the fluorescence spectrum
of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6, which was normalized according to the fluorescence
intensity at 546 nm of the red line. (d) Transmission electron microscopy
image of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP assemblies.

these values are important measures of the performance of
artificial LHSs. On the basis of the fluorescence quenching rate
of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies, the energy-transfer eﬃciency
was calculated to be 75.2% at a donor/acceptor molar ratio of 56 : 1
(Fig. S11, ESI‡), and the antenna eﬀect was 28.1 at this ratio
(Fig. 2c). Compared with the assembly of TPE-4Py/SC4A and TPE4Py/SC4A-C6, we found that the hydrophobic alkyl chains of SC4AC6 play an important role in constructing LHSs. Hence, we
considered that SP was inclined to the hydrophobic part of TPE4Py/SC4A-C6 because of its lipophilicity, so that the FRET eﬀect
could be realized eﬃciently. The possible binding mode was
similar to previous reported LHS.17,18,31,32 The 56 : 1 ratio of TPE4Py/SC4A-C6/SP was the optimal one that displayed the highest
fluorescence intensity, and too much proportion of the SP will
cause the fluorescence quenching of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP due to
the ACQ eﬀect of SP. In addition, comparison of SP alone with the
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies showed a clear ACQ phenomenon as
the concentration of SP was increased, and displayed the highest
fluorescence intensity at 16 mM (Fig. S12a and c, ESI‡). While, in
this LHS, nanomolar SP (216 nM) could exhibit superior fluorescence to SP alone under the same measuring parameter, demonstrating that our strategy eﬀectively improved the fluorescence
intensity of SP in trace concentrations. Moreover, the fluorescence
spectra of SC4A-C6/SP at diﬀerent concentrations in PBS buﬀer
solution were tested and compared with the results of SP
(Fig. S12b and c, ESI‡). After SC4A-C6 was added in the SP
solution, the highest fluorescence intensity of SC4A-C6/SP was
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changed at 4 mM, accompanied by slightly higher in fluorescence
intensity than SP alone, demonstrating that the supramolecular
assembly strategy was in favor of the utilization of the probe at a
relatively low dose. The above-described results indicate that the
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies functioned as an excellent lightharvesting platform for improving the luminescence behavior of
a fluorescent probe in an aqueous environment.
It is well known that SP can undergo Michael addition
reactions with sulfites, therefore we evaluated the response of
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP to sulfites.48 Upon addition of HSO3, an
excellent ratiometric fluorescence response was observed.
As the HSO3 concentration was increased, the intensity of
the emission at 643 nm gradually decreased and that of the
emission at 546 nm increased; the separation between
the maxima was large (approximately 97 nm, Fig. 3a and b).
The dramatic fluorescence enhancement at 546 nm was
attributed to a Michael addition reaction between HSO3 and
SP, which disrupted the p–p conjugation in SP and then
blocked light harvesting from the assembly by SP, which
subsequently restored the fluorescence of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6.
The fluorescence changes induced by the addition of HSO3
to TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP were observable by the naked eye
(Fig. 3a, inset). The I546nm/I643nm ratio for TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP
was linearly related to the HSO3 concentration; an 8-fold
enhancement in the ratio was observed, and the limit of
detection for HSO3 was determined to be 21 nM on the basis
of a S/N ratio of 3 (Fig. S13, ESI‡). The time-course of the
fluorescence response spectrum indicated that the sensing
process was complete within 8 min (Fig. 3c). Subsequently,
the NMR tests were implemented to identify the mechanism
between the sulfite and SP loading in LHS. The NMR spectra of

Fig. 3 (a) Fluorescence spectra of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP ([TPE-4Py] =
12 mM, [SC4A-C6] = 14 mM, [SP] = 216 nM) upon gradual addition of HSO3
in PBS buﬀer (pH 7.4, 10 mM). Each spectrum was recorded 8 min after the
addition of HSO3. (b) Eﬀect of HSO3 concentration on the fluorescence
intensities of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP at 546 and 643 nm. (c) Time-course
of the fluorescence response spectrum of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP toward
HSO3 (0.4 mM) in PBS buﬀer. (d) Fluorescence spectra of TPE-4Py/SC4AC6/SP in the presence of HSO3, F, Cl, Br, I, PO43, HPO42, H2PO4,
NO3, NO2, SCN, S2O32, SO42, CO32, AcO, ClO, Cys, GSH, S2,
HS, and CN.
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SP, SP + HSO3, TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP and TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP
+ HSO3 were measured, respectively. As shown in Fig. S14
(ESI‡), the HSO3 could attack to hemicyanine moieties of SP
via the nucleophilic addition reaction, which was consistent
with previous reported research.48 When SP is loaded into
nanoparticles, the same reaction mechanism between HSO3
and SP was found, while, the chemical shift changes slightly,
because it was encapsulated in the nanoparticles. Therefore,
the above results demonstrated that the reaction mechanism
between sulfite and SP in LHS was the nucleophilic addition
reaction.
Next, the detection results of SC4A-C6/SP and SP toward the
HSO3 ion were tested and compared with the detection results
of a host–guest system toward the HSO3 ion under the same
conditions. As shown in Fig. S15a and c (ESI‡), SP displayed the
best detectability for HSO3. After being assembled with
SC4A-C6 via host–guest interaction, the fluorescence intensity
was quenched because of the photoinduced electron transfer
(PET) effect of SC4A-C6, and the detection capability of the
SC4A-C6/SP was also passivated (Fig. S15b and d, ESI‡). The
fluorescence intensity of SC4A-C6/SP toward HSO3 increased,
and then it decreased. The reason may derive from the interference of HSO3 to host–guest interaction between SC4A-C6
and SP, which make the SP escaped from the cavity of SC4A-C6
with the destruction of the PET process, then the additional
addition of HSO3 could react with SP, showing the decrease of
fluorescence intensity. Comparing the detection results among
SP, SC4A-C6/SP and TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP toward HSO3, we
found that the SP showed the best detectability for HSO3 than
others, but the fluorescence intensity is much weaker than TPE4Py/SC4A-C6/SP. TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP displayed better detectability than SC4A-C6/SP, and higher fluorescence intensity than
SP, demonstrating that TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP could amplify the
signal of the SP, accompanied by appropriate detectability for
HSO3.
In addition, we evaluated the selectivity of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/
SP for sulfites by testing other anions (Fig. 3d), none of which
induce any observable fluorescent changes. Even the biothiols
cysteine (Cys) and glutathione (GSH), which are present in large
quantities in cells, displayed no obvious interaction with the
nanoparticles. Indeed, some nucleophiles, such as cyanide and
sulfide ions, can also attack hemicyanine moieties of SP via the
nucleophilic addition reaction. However, after addition of CN,
S2 and HS to the solution of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP, no obvious
change in fluorescence intensity was found. The reason may
result from the inhibition of reaction between SP and CN, S2
and HS in LHS, just like the relatively lower detectability
between SP and HSO3 in LHS than not being in LHS. The
results demonstrated that the bonding ability between HSO3
and TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP was stronger than others. Compared
with TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP, SP showed very weak fluorescence at
the same concentration (Fig. 2c), which limits its signal output.
Hence, our results demonstrate that TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP can
serve as a specific ratiometric fluorescent probe for the detection of HSO3. Next, we evaluated the influence of temperatures
and pH values on the FRET behavior for the assembly of TPE-
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4Py/SC4A-C6/SP and the HSO3 ion sensing. As shown in
Fig. S16a and b (ESI‡), the FRET behavior for the assembly of
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP was not disturbed by diﬀerent pH values,
and the assembly displayed the best response for HSO3 in the
pH range (6–10). In addition, the temperature dependent FRET
processes of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP and the HSO3 ion recognition process were also measured (Fig. S16c and d, ESI‡). Upon
heating, the fluorescence intensities of both the processes
displayed continuous slight drop in the range of 25–55 1C
because of the thermal quenching effect.51 Therefore, the
assembly of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP could be used to detect HSO3
in the pH range (6–10) in cells, and the temperatures had little
effect on the detection.
To demonstrate the utility of the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP
assemblies for detecting the sulfites in living cells, we carried
out experiments with A549 cells. Before that, the cytotoxicity of
assemblies was determined by CCK-8 assays. It was found that
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP assemblies have a very minor eﬀect on cell
viability (Fig. S17, ESI‡). Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 4a–d,
cells treated with TPE-4Py displayed very weak yellow and red
fluorescence, whereas strong yellow fluorescence and weak red
fluorescence were observed when the cells were incubated with
TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 for 3 h (Fig. 4e–h). These findings demonstrate that the TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies could permeate the
cells and give a clear fluorescence signal. Furthermore, when
the cells were treated with TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP, we observed
bright red fluorescence accompanied by a decrease in the
yellow fluorescence, demonstrating FRET between TPE-4Py/

Fig. 4 Confocal fluorescence images of living A549 cells incubated with
(a–d) TPE-4Py, (e–h) TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6, and (i–l) TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP
for 3 h and (m–p) images of TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP-loaded A549 cells
incubated with 0.4 mM HSO3 for an additional 0.5 h (scale bar = 40 mm).
The excitation wavelengths for the yellow and red channels were 405 nm,
and the emission wavelength ranges for the yellow and red channels were
460–560 and 610–710 nm, respectively.
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SC4A-C6 and SP (Fig. 4i–l). After the assembly-loaded cells were
stimulated with NaHSO3 (0.4 mM), the red fluorescence vanished,
and the disappearance was accompanied by the recovery of strong
fluorescence in the yellow channel (Fig. 4m–p). These findings
confirm that the light-harvesting TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP assemblies
could be used to sense HSO3 in living cells.

Conclusions
In summary, we have fabricated a highly eﬃcient supramolecular
LHS for the detection of sulfites in aqueous environments,
including living cells. In this three-component system, SC4A-C6
induced TPE-4Py to aggregate in PBS buﬀer solution, and the
aggregation was accompanied by enhanced fluorescence intensity.
The resulting TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6 assemblies acted as a FRET donor
to a fluorescent probe (SP), showing clear signal amplification
with an antenna eﬀect of up to 28.1 and an energy-transfer
eﬃciency of 75.2%. The TPE-4Py/SC4A-C6/SP assemblies could
be used to detect sulfites in living cells, displaying excellent
ratiometric fluorescence signal output and response capability.
This supramolecular strategy for making use of AIEgens by
introducing them into a LHS to improve the performance of an
ACQ probe can be expected to facilitate the development of useful
fluorescent materials.

Experimental
All chemical reagents and solvents for synthesis were purchased
from commercial sources (Aladdin Industrial Corporation, Tokyo
Chemical Industry and Sigma-Aldrich Chemical) and were used
without further purification. Ultrapure water was used after
passing through a water ultra-purification system. 1H NMR and
13
C NMR spectra were recorded on an Ascend 400 MHz (BRUKER)
at room temperature. High-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were
measured on 6520 Q-TOF LC/MS (Agilent). Absorption spectra was
recorded on a UV-vis spectrophotometer (UV-2700, Shimadzu),
and steady-state fluorescence emission spectra were recorded in a
conventional quartz cell (10  10  45 mm) at 25 1C on a Varian
Cary Eclipse equipped with a Varin Cary single-cell Peltier accessory to control temperature. Absolute fluorescence quantum yields
were recorded on a FLS980 instrument (Edinburg Instruments
Ltd, Livingstone, UK). Confocal fluorescence and bright-field
imaging were recorded with FV1000 (Olympus).
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Calculation of the distance between TPE-4Py and SP in LHS
In FRET, Förster showed that the eﬃciency of this process (E)
depends on the inverse sixth-distance between the donor and
acceptor (1).61 R0 is the distance at which half of the energy is
transferred.62 In addition, E can also be calculated by experimental measurement (2). IDA/ID represented the fluorescence
intensity of the donor with and without the receptor, respectively. Hence, the distances between TPE-4Py and SP in LHS
were estimated to be 47 Å, measured under the conditions
of [TPE-4Py] = 12 mM, [SC4A-C6] = 14 mM, [SP] = 216 nM, and
lex = 365 nm.
E = 1/[1 + (R/R0)6]

(1)

E = 1  IDA/ID

(2)

Calculation of energy-transfer eﬃciency (UET)
Energy-transfer eﬃciency (FET), the fraction of the absorbed
energy that is transferred to the acceptor, is experimentally measured as a ratio of the fluorescence intensities of
the donor in the absence and presence of the acceptor
(ID and IDA).36
The energy-transfer eﬃciency (FET) was calculated as
75.2% in PBS buﬀer, measured under the conditions of
[TPE-4Py] = 12 mM, [SC4A-C6] = 14 mM, [SP] = 216 nM, and
lex = 365 nm.
FET ¼ 1 

IDA
ID

Calculation of the antenna eﬀect (AE)
The antenna eﬀect at certain concentrations of the donor and
acceptor equals the ratio of the emission intensity at 643 nm of
the acceptor upon excitation of the donor.36
Antenna effect ¼

643 nm
643 nm
IAþD
ðlex ¼365 nmÞ  IDðlex ¼365 nmÞ
643 nm
IAþD
ðlex ¼533 nmÞ

IA+D (lex = 365 nm) and IA+D (lex = 533 nm) are the fluorescence
intensities of excitation of the donor at 365 nm and direct excitation of the acceptor at 533 nm, respectively. ID (lex = 365 nm) is the
fluorescence intensities of the acceptor at 365 nm. The antenna
eﬀect value was calculated to be 28.1 in PBS buﬀer, measured
under the conditions of [TPE-4Py] = 12 mM, [SC4A-C6] = 14 mM,
[SP] = 216 nM, and lex = 365 nm.
Cell culture and fluorescence imaging experiment

Solution preparation
TPE-4Py and SP stock solution was made by dissolving them in
DMSO. SC4A, SC4A-C6 and sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate
were dissolved in water. All the above stock solution was prepared
to a final concentration of 1 mM and kept at 20 1C before use.
GSH, Cys, H2O2 and other analyses were dissolved in water. Mixing
was usually done by adding analyte solution (for example, GSH
solution) into probe solution.

J. Mater. Chem. C

A549 cells were grown in F12 medium containing 10% FBS,
1% penicillin, and 1% streptomycin at 37 1C in 5% CO2.
The cells were plated on confocal dish and allowed to
adhere for 24 hours. For a confocal fluorescence imaging
experiment, the cells were washed with PBS and then incubated
with targets in culture medium for another 3 h at 37 1C. The
cell staining experiment was investigated after washing with
PBS 3 times.
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